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--Very Best Radeon 7970 Scrypt Miner Settings (Ideal steady 730+ KH/s)-- **Revised to add
specific configurations for the R9 280X with an additional 20 pages of configurations.** **Appear for
my R9 290 & 290X manual! **Free Technical Support is included together with your buy. Email me
at the address in the rear of the book if you need assistance. - johndoughI am a veteran pc tech,
and a devoted Bitcoin enthusiast.**So, you just bought that fresh Radeon 7970 card for Litecoin

mining..Your digital purchase will include the following settings:Mid range 700 KH/sHigh Performance
750+ KH/s These settings only have 1% stales or lower (based on your pool).. What configurations
are the best? How can you know for sure? How many hours will you sit in front of your rig, waiting
for it to secure or overheat? Are you sick of spending hours in trial and error to find the best stable

scrypt mining settings for your 7970? A quad card program will pull 1230 watts at the wall
structure, and become hashing at 730+ KH/s on each cards. Over 570 happy purchasers to day

(between Amazon, Bitmit, and eBay)!I have already been building miners for the past 2 years.
Thanks!I'm going to save you that trouble. I spent hours training the very best settings for these

cards. Purchase my settings and you will get full instructions for how to get the most away of your
7970 rig. The manual contains all instructions needed to obtain 730+ KH/s out of your cards. -

rodneyphillips "?.They use many Radeon 7970s (Sapphire, Gigabyte, etc. Thx!. Save days/weeks of
frustration and get your miners operating at top output! Feedback from purchasers (on other sites):"If

your just engaging in mining or a practiced pro you will want this.Well written" - winningbidder
"Helped get me from 1200+ WU to 1300+ WU.)Time is money in crypto-currency mining."It took a

great deal of effort and time to optimize my 7970 cards to put out 730+ Kh/s each."These settings
just require air cooling and pull 285 watts for every card. - rs4longhorns "buy confidently from this
seller! - blueredy "Extremely fast shipping, great communication, fantastic. Strongly suggested!"Best
Provider From a genuine Person - He has learned his stuff - Would Trust.Extremely informative stuff!
Great vendor!) and with any scrypt centered crypto-currency (Litecoin, Dogecoin, etc." - johndough "
A++" Many thanks!. - xgalilieo "7950 was thus helpful I had to get this one!! Awesome!" Save time

looking through the discussion boards and get all of the best information in a single place: this
eBook.
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Good information and superb support! To the ones that state that the knowledge is 'out there for
free' sure it really is.! This book has saved my butt!!! Over the 4 days following my purchase I was
having some problems and emailed him. A move that was delayed greatly due to the scrypt
learning curve.. This book and the writer got me over the hump. The more bad reviews here clearly
didn't consider up the writer on his give to contact him should you have any questions. Bad move
folks. great book love this reserve . for $9. fortunately, RMA's with Radeon cards are quite smooth.
Got me ready to go! This book and the author help me out and got me up and running finally. The
author really goes far beyond by helping with queries through email. It has a lot of important
information . Very helpful information for beginners. the very best $9. I shoudl possess googled a
few more times .99 i've ever spend This guy may be the man. So I gave it lowest ranking. I solved
issue by search the net eventually. This concice guide helped me mine over 4200 litecoins since
July 16, 2013 I originally bought this information in mid july 2013 off the big auction website we all
know.I had come up with 11 litecoin rigs (all 7970's) and was struggling to have the most out of
them when I found the guide. The methodical approach presented in the guide was invaluable so
you can get started.In December 2013 I bought the 7950 guide for my friend because a he was
trying to get his 7950's going. Since this 7970 guidebook had helped me therefore much I figured it
would help him too.I for just one had great provider from the author. The writer says in the reserve
to contact him with any questions and I took him through to it and he was amazing help moving my
bitcoin rigs over to mining litecoins/scrypt. He was very helpful in determining that a few of my cards
were voltage locked and even told me in regards to a possible work around.The guide is written by
someone who has completed what your trying to do. $10 saved me a lot of time combing through
conflicting details on the net. Although some other sellers may just keep you hanging, he didn't. That
price me a fair amount of money as I was mining BTC way after that was a good idea with GPUs..
many months possess past and my rig operates very well.!.. there is also a ton of free guidelines
that may ruin your hardware rather quickly...99 I got advice that saved/made me hundreds of
dollars. As it turns out the XFX cards are not the best for mining btc or ltc but I was happy to have
bought this for my other 7970's. I bought this guideline hoping to obtain additional out of my 7970
XFX cards. Great guide for newbies and a reminder to seasoned miners. If these cinfigs don't get
you to where you want to be, reach out to the author for some help, he's great and knows his
stuff. A+ Great configs to start, contact author for help with tweaks! Roman is a good guy, he was
incredibly helpful in tuning my rig even AFTER he had my money. best support and guide available I
already had a lot of time invested in find out and great tuning my rigs, but this instruction and direct
support from the author really helped out. Arguably a Fraud selling this today. I spoke with the
author several times and he was always more than willing to help in any case he could.Note: I
bought these configs from Roman via eBay, not Amazon however they are a single and the
same.Using them on my 4x Sapphire Dual-X 7950 rig to achieve a stable 700 Kh/s per card with
only 1000w at the wall. VERY BAD IDEA Total waste materials of money. It's been more than 2
YEARS since Litecoin or any other Scrypt coin could be mined profitably by GPU-based computer
rigs, also the first Gridseed ASIC miners are very marginal to unprofitable today and they had been
a TON BETTER than anything GPU-based has ever been. Each construction of card,
motherboard,and CPU is unique and there is absolutely no "magic pill" when it comes to settings.
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Roman is great! I would suggest this publication to anyone mining digital currency with 280 cards.
Spectacular results but must have some good coolant system. all the information in this publication
can be available on line free of charge. found a lot more info Not worth buying There is not very
much substance in the book and it doesn't work. before I got this book I was lost. today my rigs
are rockin n rolin Very helpful guide, best on the market. very small info save your money all of the
info in this publication is available on line for free. I would recommend to a lot of my friends . Best
guidebook in the marketplace, Thanks.
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